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Toni Reilly
Associate
Powerful & Mindful Facilitation

Wellness coaching, keynote speeches and vertical
development leadership facilitator training

Essential

Toni is an international best-selling author, speaker, seminar leader and
Australia’s #1 internationally recognised Regression Specialist. She is the
creator of SoulLife® Coaching, Programs, Seminars and Training, guiding
thousands of clients worldwide with her unique intuitive approach to personal
transformation helping people value themselves so they can reach their
potential, overcoming emotional bruises to live and work with purpose.

Training Wellness Teachers

Tonis SoulLife® Certificate Program is the only one of it’s kind. It’s a specialised combination of her research
and expertise compiled over more than twelve years mentoring and facilitating inner work for thousands of
students and clients. She trained with renowned psychiatrist Dr. Brian Weiss in New York where she developed
a deep understanding of the technique and unique methods of application. Toni also explored meditation and
intuitive development at the prestigious Arthur Findly College.
This world-class training, her extensive experience along with her modern approach to personal development
and intuitive training for everyday people makes her one of the most sought after intuitive teachers. As the
founder of Toni Reilly Institute, she delivers programs, seminars and training to audiences across Australia
and internationally in Denmark, USA, India and the UK. Her pragmatic approach and sensitivity ensured Toni’s
success in the wellbeing industry making her a great role model to her students, with many of them becoming
highly respected Practitioners.

In the media

Toni is a regularly featured with her published articles and in interviews. She has a case study in Dr Brian Weiss’s
book Miracles Happen. She presents in her trademark light hearted style. Toni stands by her belief that self-awareness and personal transformation are the fundamental foundations for change that ripples out to humanity.
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Serving Presidents & CEO’s – we deliver valuable facilitation, including ◆ Vision Development
◆ Strategy Enrollment ◆ Operational Execution 		
www.sanataconsulting.com

